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Abstract: A new transition state force field has been developed for the AD reaction, purely from quantum
mechanical reference data. A new methodology was used for converting quantum mechanical normal modes
into a form suitable for parametrization. The force field has been thoroughly validated by comparison to structural
and energetic data, and by prediction of experimental enantioselectivities. Excellent agreement was observed,
frequently within a few percent of the experimental enantioselectivity. The interactions responsible for
enantioselectivity have been identified and compared to the Sharpless and Corey models.

Introduction

The osmium tetroxide asymmetric dihydroxylation of alkenes
(AD) is one of the most powerful tools in the field of asymmetric
synthesis.1,2 The scope is wide, the conditions are mild, and
both yield and enantioselectivity are frequently very high. The
AD reaction is run in the presence of suitably substituted
cinchona ligands (Chart 1).

In the first generation ligands, the hydroxy group in dihy-
droquinine (DHQ) or dihydroquinidine (DHQD) is derivatized
with any of several aromatic moieties.3 In the second generation
ligands, a symmetric linker couples two alkaloid units.4 It has
been demonstrated that the role of the second alkaloid moiety
is to extend the binding surface for the substrate, not to interact
with the osmium moiety. Very similar results can be obtained
using large aromatic units without heteroatoms in lieu of the
second alkaloid moiety.5 However, the dimeric formulation
facilitates synthesis of the ligand and increases the effective
concentration of active quinuclidine units in solution.1

The overall catalytic cycle is shown in Scheme 1. Represen-
tatives of the two types of osmium complexes have been

characterized by X-ray crystallography.6 The hydrolysis or
reoxidation step may be rate-limiting under standard conditions.
The exact timing here is of crucial importance; direct oxidation
of osmium before hydrolysis will lead to “second cycle”
dihydroxylation, with a resulting marked decrease in stereose-
lectivity.7 As long as this step can be controlled efficiently, the
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Chart 1. Selected Ligands for the AD Reaction
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stereoselectivity will be determined solely in the irreversible
addition step.8

The exact mechanism of addition and the interactions deter-
mining the stereoselectivity have been subjects of intense debate.
The ligand-accelerated version of the dihydroxylation was first
studied by Criegee,9 who proposed a concerted [3+ 2] addition
(Scheme 2). Later, Sharpless argued that the electron-deficient
osmium should be the electrophilic center, and proposed a
mechanism where the alkene first coordinates to osmium, then
slips into an osmaoxetane (formally a [2+2] addition, Scheme
2).10 The two mechanisms are kinetically very similar,11 making
an experimental differentiation complex. Experimentally ob-
served nonlinear behavior in modified Eyring-plots supports a
mechanism with a reversibly formed intermediate.12 The pres-
ence of an intermediate can also be inferred from recent
observations of Michaelis-Menten effects in the AD reaction,13

but the nature of the intermediate can still be debated. It has
been suggested that a precomplex can be formed which is
stabilized by strong nonbonded interactions between substituents
in ligand and substrate.13,14 This picture is in line with kinetic
data for the combined effect of varying ligand and substrate
sizes,15 showing the accelerating effect of stabilizing interactions
in the AD reaction (i.e., the fastest reaction in the study was

between the bulkiest substrate and ligand). Electronic effects
in both ligand and substrate can also be interpreted in favor of
either mechanism.16

Great advances in electronic structure methods have recently
made it possible to perform meaningful studies of model systems
by high level methods. An early Extended Hu¨ckel investigation
identified frontier orbitals that could rationalize the reaction in
terms of the [3+ 2] mechanism.17 On the other hand, the first
DFT and GVB studies of the reaction class indicated that the
metallaoxetane is a plausible intermediate.18 However, more
recent studies have located the proposed transition states in the
reaction by DFT methods,19,20providing strong support for the
concerted [3+ 2] mechanism. It has also been shown that the
[3 + 2] TS, but not any of the [2+ 2] TS’s, can rationalize
observed isotope effects in the reaction,20,21and that calculations
on model [3+ 2] TS’s can be used to explain the diastereo-
selectivity in dihydroxylation of allylic ethers.22

In addition to the controversy about the mechanism, there
has also been an ongoing debate about the source of the high
stereoselectivity of the reaction. It was early recognized that
qualitative stereoselectivity predictions for reactions employing
AD ligands (Chart 1) could be obtained from a mnemonic
device3,4 featuring a simplistic model of the selectivity-deter-
mining TS, by assuming that two substituent positionstrans to
each other are hindered (one more than the other). Thus,
substrates that have to interact with one of these sites (e.g.,cis-
disubstituted alkenes) react slowly and show low stereoselec-
tivity.23 The model has been refined to include an attractive
interaction, to rationalize the observed influences of steric effects
on reaction rates.1,15 Sharpless et al. have attributed the
stabilization to interactions between an alkene substituent and
the aromatic-OR moiety in AD ligands.15 These stabilizing
interactions could also be identified by force field calculations
on several substrates.24 Despite the errors introduced by as-
suming a metallaoxetane center, the calculations could be used
to rationalize structure/stereoselectivity correlations.25 On the
other hand, Corey et al. based a qualitative stereoselectivity
model for the second generation ligands (Chart 1) on X-ray
structures of derivatized ligands26 and postulated that the
attractive interactions are the result of sandwiching the alkene
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Scheme 1. The Catalytic Cycle in the AD Reaction; the
Alkaloid Ligand Is Shown as N*

Scheme 2. Mechanistic Proposals for the Addition Step
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substituent between the two quinoline units of the ligand. The
model has been able to rationalize the observed stereoselectivity
for many substrates.27

Both of the existing stereoselectivity models include a bias;
the Sharpless model has been parametrized to fit the experi-
mental selectivities,24 whereas the Corey model is based on
visual inspection of models, not on computed energy differ-
ences.26 To achieve unbiased predictions, it is necessary to
compute relative activation energies of competing paths without
using the observations to be predicted in the model. Very
recently, Maseras et al. published an IMOMM study of the
dihydroxylation of styrene using a second generation ligand,
DHQD2PYDZ.28 Transition states corresponding to the 12
possible approach vectors15 were located and analyzed. Experi-
mentally, this system yields an ee of 96%, compared to a
calculated value of 99.4%, a remarkably good agreement. It was
also concluded that the approach vectors corresponding to the
Sharpless and Corey stereoselectivity models were indeed the
lowest energy paths found, differing only slightly in energy
(∆∆E* ) 0.4 kJ/mol, in favor of the Corey model).

It has been shown repeatedly that good predictions about
relative activation barriers for diastereomeric transition states
can be obtained from carefully designed force fields.29 In line
with our previous force field studies of the osmylation reac-
tion,24,30 we here want to demonstrate how an unbiased force
field, created solely from data obtained by quantum mechanical
(QM) calculations, can be used to rationalize the stereoselectivity
of the AD reaction for widely different ligand-substrate com-
binations.

Methods

Detailed information about the force field development can be found
in the Supporting Information. We have implemented our new
parameter set in the MM3* force field within the MacroModel package,
one of the most accurate force fields available today for the calculation
of conformational energies.31 Like most current molecular mechanics
packages, MacroModel does not incorporate tools for reliable location
of transition states, especially for bond formation. For this and other
reasons, we have treated the transition state as an energy minimum in
the force field.29 This technique has proven to be remarkably successful
in the rationalization and prediction of stereoselectivities in hydrobo-
rations,32 Diels-Alder cycloadditions33 and ene reactions,34 radical
cyclizations,35 nucleophilic additions to carbonyls,36 aldol reactions,37

Horner-Wadsworth-Emmons reactions,38,39 and osmium tetroxide di-
hydroxylations with diamine ligands.30

In the computational model, the apical and one equatorial oxygen
in the OsO4L complex are bound to one alkene carbon each, using the
coordination bond type in MacroModel. Many of the existing parameters
for substituents on the reacting alkene could therefore be used without
modification. A few existing parameters were refined to fit the current
context. The nitrogen ligand is bound to osmium using the same
coordination bond type.40 The apical and equatorial oxygens in the
trigonal bipyramidal complex are identified by the angle to the
coordinated nitrogen; an oxygen with an initial N-OsdO angle>140°
is considered apical by the force field, and assigned parameters
accordingly.

The parameters were refined to fit data from high quality QM
calculations as described by Norrby and Liljefors.45 A large set of TS
structures and energies were already available, using ammonia as a
simple ligand model.20,22A few additional TS structures were generated
at the same level of theory, using trimethylamine as a more accurate
model of the ligand.41 Details of the fitting procedure are available in
Supporting Information. However, we want to point out our novel use
of QM normal mode data in the parametrization. Inclusion of such
data in the parametrization leads to an accurate description of the PES
around the stationary point,42-45 but the normal mode corresponding
to the reaction coordinate must be modified to a positive curvature to
allow inclusion in the chosen force field paradigm.38

As opposed to original MM3,46 the MM3* force field uses atomic
point charges calculated from a charge flux parameter (denoted “bond
dipole” in the force field). Previously, these “dipoles” have been
modified by hand to yield a close correspondence with ChelpG
charges,47 and kept fixed during parameter refinement.48 In the current
implementation, the “dipoles” were refined, and the ChelpG charges
for three structures were used as reference data. This procedure will
keep the final atomic charges close to the ChelpG charges, but will
allow small variations if a substantial improvement can be obtained
for other data points by variation of the charges.

The final force field has been tested for ability to reproduce the
reference data used in the parametrization (internal predictivity). This
is shown in the results section, as overlays between selected reference
and force field structures, and plots of other data points. The external
predictivity (the ability to reproduce data that has not been included in
the model) was then tested. We have selected a set of experimental
selectivities from the literature, including both first and second
generation ligands, and representatives of five of the six alkene classes.23

The selectivities are calculated by an unbiased search for all low energy
conformations, followed by Boltzmann averaging based on the calcu-
lated potential energies.49 Several criteria must be fulfilled for this rather
severe test to succeed. First of all, since only quantum mechanical data
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was used in the parametrization, the high level calculations must give
a good description of the real transition state. Second, the force field
must reproduce the PES faithfully, even for distorted structures and
possible points outside the reference data set. Finally, the conformational
search must find all relevant low energy conformations. Only when
all these criteria are fulfilled can more than a spurious agreement be
expected. The final results are shown in Table 1.

Computational Details. QM calculations were performed in Gauss-
ian94.50 All transition state structures were determined at the B3LYP51

level using the LANL2DZ52 basis set for osmium and 6-31G* for the
remaining atoms. Normal modes were computed numerically and
charges were calculated for the same structures using the ChelpG
method.47 Force field calculations were performed in MacroModel53

on Silicon Graphics workstations, using a modified MM3* force field.54

Conformational searches were performed using a combination of
pseudo-systematic Monte Carlo55 and Low Mode56 searching. In our
experience, the latter method is excellent for exhaustive searches of
local regions of the potential energy surface (PES), but will not easily
cross extensive regions of high energy, whereas the former explores

the entire conformational space, but rather coarsely. Thus, the two
methods complement each other perfectly. All searches were initialized
by generation of low energy structures corresponding to the 12 possible
approach vectors, whereupon 500 Monte Carlo steps were performed.
The resulting output was subjected to 1000-2000 steps of Low Mode
searching. The output was sorted into geometrically similar groups,53

and each group resubmitted to a new Low Mode search. Finally, the
relative rate through each distinct path was obtained from a Boltzmann
distribution based on the calculated potential energy barriers andT )
298K. Entropy and solvation contributions were ignored.

Results

The final force field parameters are listed in Supporting
Information, and are also available for downloading via the
Internet.57 Selected structure overlays are shown in Figure 1.
The overlays have been generated by superposition of the central
OsO4 moiety, to highlight positional deviations of the ligand
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Table 1. Calculated and Experimental Enantioselectivities

entry alkene
DHQD
liganda

eecalc

(%)
eeexp

(%) pocketb ref

1 1-phenyl-cyclohexene CLB 91 91 C (3) 3
2 styrene CLB 70 74 S (1) 3
3 â,â-dimethyl styrene CLB 72 74 S (7) 3
4 â-vinyl naphthalene CLB 94 88 S (2) 3
5 trans-stilbene CLB 98 99 both 3
6 tert-butyl ethene CLB 70 44 S (3) 3
7 R-methyl styrene CLB 65 62 equal 62
8 cis-â-methyl styrene CLB 78 35 S (6)c 62
9 styrene MEQ 94 87 C (7) 3

10 styrene PHN 98 78 C (4) 3
11 tert-butyl ethene PHN 89 79 S (1) 3
12 â-vinyl naphthalene PHAL 100 98 C (9) 15
13 styrene PHAL 97 97 C (3) 4
14 R-methyl styrene PHAL 99 94 C (7) 4
15 trans-stilbene PHAL 100 100 both 4

a Chart 1.b The pocket favored by the large substituent of the alkene;
C ) close to the quinoline moiety (as suggested by Corey et al.); S)
over the linker unit (as suggested by Sharpless et al.). The number in
parentheses is the difference between the two pockets (in kJ/mol).c For
the cis-disubstituted alkene, the competing binding mode does not
correspond to the pocket suggested by Corey et al., but rather to an
approach where the methyl is in the Sharpless pocket and the phenyl
lacks significant interactions with the ligand.

Figure 1. Selected overlays of force field and QM minima.
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and alkene. Figure 2 shows the calculated lengths of all bonds
for which a parameter has been determined. Additional com-
parisons of force field and reference data are available as
Supporting Information.

The calculated and experimental enantioselectivities for 15
different substrate-ligand combinations are shown in Table 1.
The major enantiomer is always formed through a TS where
the large alkene substituent is stabilized by interactions with
one of the two binding pockets offered by the ligand (as
suggested by Sharpless et al.15,24,25and Corey et al.26,27). The
geometries of the two possible approach vectors are illustrated
in Figure 3. The particular binding mode preferred by each
substrate is indicated in Table 1, together with the energetic
preference over the other pocket (note that both pockets lead to
the major enantiomer). Note that in the first generation ligands
(entries 1-11), there can be no sandwich interaction. Thus, the
binding does not correspond to the Corey suggestion. However,
the alkene approach vector and the alkaloid geometry are similar,
so this path has still been denoted “C” for consistency with the
second generation ligand (entries 12-15).

Discussion

In transition state modeling by pure force field methods, it
has in general been considered necessary to avoid true saddle
point searches.58 Traditionally, two methods have been used to
achieve this: either the reaction center has been frozen at an
appropriate geometry while the remainder of the system has
been optimized, or a force field has been created that delivers
the transition state structure as a minimum. The latter approach,
while more flexible, has been notoriously hard to implement
due to the problems of finding a unique and predictive set of
parameters from the small amount of data points available. The
problems associated with transition state parametrization have
recently been alleviated by a new methodology, utilizing not
only structures and energies but also modified normal modes
from high level QM calculations.38,39The additional data allow
a unique determination of many energy-related parameters, like
force constants and torsional parameters. The effect of the
modification of the normal modes is that all distortions along
the reaction coordinate will result in steep energy increases,
whereas distortions perpendicular to the reaction coordinate will

correspond closely to the results from the high level QM
calculations. The methodology has been implemented within a
freely available framework capable of being adapted to param-
etrization of most current force fields.45 From the point when
all the QM data had been determined, the entire parametrization
procedure was completed in about a month. Thus, it is now
possible to go from QM data to a predictive model for
experimentally interesting systems in a time frame that fits into
normal project plans.59

Internal Validation . The first step in a validation should be
a verification that the reference data are sufficiently well
described by the force field. If possible, it should also be verified
that the parameters are optimal within the chosen context. Both
of these points have been amply demonstrated here. The
structural agreement is demonstrated in Figures 1 and 2. Overall,
the agreement is good. The mean absolute error over all
interatomic distances (not just bonds) is only 0.05 Å. A few
points are worth mentioning.

First of all, some systematic errors in the reaction coordinate
are unavoidable using the current procedure. The response of
true transition states to steric crowding is opposite to what is
expected for a minimum: the bulky substrates actually have
shortened forming C-O bonds compared to unsubstituted
alkenes. The force field will instead elongate the bonds slightly
in order to relieve the nonbonded repulsions. Our tentative
solution has been to minimize the error by introducing a large
artificial eigenvalue for the normal mode corresponding to the
reaction coordinate.38 We cannot distort the complex correctly;
therefore, we try to minimizeall distortions along the reaction
coordinate in the hope that selectivity-determining interactions
will only be weakly dependent on small deviations along the
reaction coordinate. It can be seen in Figure 2 that the force
field follows our intentions: there is substantial variation in the
lengths of the forming C-O bonds in the QM structures but
almost none in the corresponding force field results. A more
complex correction would be to correct the parameters iteratively
using the quotient of the original and imposed force constant
for the normal mode corresponding to the reaction coordinate
in response to distortions. However, this would require identi-
fication of the reaction coordinate with one or very few internal
coordinates. More importantly, a dynamic parameter update is
not easily introduced into current molecular mechanics packages.
It was therefore decided not to implement the correction until
it was shown to be needed. The comparison to experimental
results (vide infra) fully validate this simplification.

An important structural parameter is the rotation around the
N-Os bond. In the ammine complexes, the N-H bonds are
eclipsed with the OsdO bonds,19 whereas in tertiary amine
complexes the bonds are staggered6 (Figure 1). Maseras et al.
have argued that the position of the hydrogens in the QM
structures makes development of force field parameters prob-
lematic in this case.28 The natural answer is to include data with
the correct orientation in the reference data set. The good
structural correspondence clearly shows that it is possible to
design a force field that describes both types of systems
correctly. The reaction center seems fairly independent of the
ligand model used. The propensity of an N-H bond to eclipse
with an OsdO bond can easily be understood on electrostatic
grounds. By a correct description of the van der Waals
interactions and the electrostatics, the conformational preferences
of both ammine and amine complexes are well-described.

(58) For examples of exceptions, see: (a) Jensen, F.J. Comput. Chem.
1994, 15, 1199-1216. (b) A° qvist, J.; Warshel, A.Chem. ReV. 1993, 93,
2523-2544.

(59) As a personal experience, introduction of force field methods into
selectivity predictions has previously been limited by the long development
time; by the time the model was finished, the synthetic project could easily
have moved into another phase or been abandoned altogether.

Figure 2. Force field vs QM bond lengths. The forming C‚‚O bonds
are encircled.
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Comparison to Experiment. At this point, we want to
reiterate the fact that no experimental information has gone into
our development of the force field. The only bias is in the choice
of mechanism to consider and in the weight factors for the
various types of reference data. Calculated enantioselectivities
can therefore be taken as predictions, not rationalizations.

The correlation shown in Table 1 is excellent. In all cases
the correct enantiomer is predicted. In most cases, the predictions
are also within a few percent of the experimental enantioselec-
tivity.60 Given that the experimental selectivities generally vary
by a few percent depending on reaction conditions, most
predictions are within the experimental deviation. For the few
points that are slightly less well described, entries 6 and 8, the
calculations overestimate the enantioselectivity (by 2.0 and 3.8
kJ/mol, respectively). These are two of the slowest substrates.
In these cases, it is not impossible that a side reaction (e.g., the
known second cycle7,8) competes with the regular AD reaction,
lowering the selectivity. The same may in fact be true for the
best substrate of them all, entry 15. Superficially, this seems to
be an exact prediction, but from an energy comparison, it is
actually the worst correspondence in the study. The experimental
value has been determined to 99.8%, whereas the calculated
value is 99.999% (the best conformation of the minor enanti-
omer is in fact outside the ligand pocket shown in Figure 4).

Looking at the source of the enantioselectivity, our conclu-
sions for the reaction of styrene using the DHQD2PHAL ligand
are very similar to those of Maseras et al. for the reaction of
styrene with the very similar DHQD2PYDZ ligand.28 Two ligand
pockets can be utilized for binding to the substrate, leading to
two favored approach vectors, both resulting in the same
enantiomer (Figure 3). There is little energetic difference
between the two pockets,∼3 kJ/mol (entry 13; this is a sum
over several contributing conformers). It should be noted that
trans-disubstituted alkenes utilize both pockets for binding.
Entry 15 is illustrated in Figure 4. Both phenyl groups of the
stilbene experience stabilizing interactions, one with the PHAL
linker and one with the bystander quinoline. This result is in
perfect agreement with the experimental observation thattrans-
substituted alkenes are the best substrates for the AD reaction,

both in terms of reaction rate23 and enantioselectivity.1 It can
further be seen in Figure 4 that also the alkene core, not only
the substituents, is stabilized by the bystander quinoline moiety.

Comparing the binding depicted in Figure 4 to the pocket
suggested by Corey et al., it can be seen that the quinolines do
not really form a sandwich. However, the position of the
bystander quinoline is quite flexible. With a longer distance
between the alkene and the aromatic moiety (as in the allyl
benzoates investigated by Corey et al.26), the bystander can rotate
to form a proper sandwich structure.

Extending the analysis to the first generation ligands, it can
be seen that both pockets are utilized for most substrates, with
small and varying preferences for one over the other. The CLB
ligand generally favors the binding mode suggested by Sharp-
less, the PHN ligand is intermediate, and the MEQ favors the
same approach vector used in the Corey model for the second
generation ligands. The preference can be easily understood from
Figure 5. The middle model depicts interactions of the alkene
substituents with the PHN moiety (see also the stereoview in
Figure 3). The phenanthrene is large enough to stabilize either
the R1 or the R3 substituent. The CLB unit corresponds closely
to the lower part of the PHN moiety, interacting only with R1.
On the other hand, the MEQ unit simulates the upper half of
PHN, providing stabilization only to the R3 substituent.61 It can

(60) Note that when comparing enantioselectivities, the accuracy is not
the same in the entire range. For example, assuming that the calculations
are accurate to within∼2 kJ/mol (see Supporting Information and ref 31),
a predicted ee of 99.0% should fall within the range 97.7-99.5%, whereas
the same accuracy in energy for a predicted value of 75% would correspond
to the range 51-88%.

(61) The orientation shown in Figure 5 is strongly favored for all ligands
in the current study.

Figure 3. Stereoview of the two paths leading to the major enantiomer (entry 10, Table 1).

Figure 4. The optimum structure for AD-reaction of stilbene with the
DHQD2PHAL-ligand.
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also be seen that one substituent is strongly hindered (shown
as H in Figure 5), in perfect agreement with the mnemonic
device for the reaction.3,4 Thus, an aromatic alkene substituent
cannot occupy the R3 position if it is cis to another substituent
(entry 8, Table 1), whereas anR-substituent disfavors binding
in position R1. The steric hindrance in this position is the main
reason for the generally low rate and stereoselectivity for
tetrasubstituted alkenes (no orientation can fit well into the
binding pocket), and the excellent results for tri- andtrans-
disubstituted alkenes (only one enantiomer can result from
binding with a hydrogen in the indicated position).23

Conclusions

The results presented here have important implications both
for the AD reaction and for modeling of reaction transition
states. From a mechanistic viewpoint, the currently favored [3
+ 2] mechanism20 has gained additional support. The interac-
tions leading to enantioselectivity in several substrate-ligand
combinations have been identified, allowing easier matching
of the optimum ligand for each substrate. For the synthetic
chemist, we have made available an easily used force field that
can be run using a widely available program package. Synthetic
proposals can therefore be tested before implementation.

Knowledge of the transition state geometry also allows rational
design of new ligands for specific substrates.

From a computational viewpoint, it has here been demon-
strated that excellent predictivity can be obtained from pure force
field calculations on transition state models. The method for
producing the force field is unbiased and straightforward, and
should be applicable to many reactions where a good QM
description of the transition state(s) is available. The methodol-
ogy is also very efficient from a resource usage point. Starting
from the available QM data, the force field was developed in
about a month on an SGI Octane workstation. The subsequent
conformational search (including minimization of>100 000
structures) required less than a month. Both in terms of accuracy
and resource usage, the methodology described herein is a strong
contender with the increasingly popular QM/MM methodol-
ogy.28
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Figure 5. Interactions of first generation ligands with the substrate.
Encircled groups experience stabilizing interactions with the ether/ester
moiety of the ligand.
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